COMMUNITY UPDATE  
MAY 2019 STATS

**LIVE RELEASE RATE** 87.8%

122 PETS ADOPTED
- 101 DOGS
- 17 PUPPIES
- 4 CATS
- 0 KITTENS

74 PETS SPAYED OR NEUTERED

106 PETS RETURNED TO OWNER

55 RELEASE TRANSFERS

HIGHLIGHTS
1. Strengthening our process for routing animals through the ARC. Started a Daily Rounds Team to get multiple people assessing each dog. Also emphasizing thorough documentation from all staff.

2. Served as a resource for pet needs for those affected by the Memorial Day tornadoes. Several community members came through with donations!

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
1. On-site training with kennel management software in June.
2. Bolstering our veterinary clinic - recruiting for clinic positions and seeking contracted vet services.

Team Shelter USA recommendations
- 10% under review (18 items)
- 35% in progress (61 items)
- 55% complete (95 items)